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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2020200668A1] The invention relates to a product anti-theft device (100), which is designed to be attached to products that are to be
protected, in particular textile products, the anti-theft device comprising a housing (102) and a locking mechanism (104), which locking mechanism
comprises a needle (112), the needle (112) being movable between an engaged position, in which it engages with the product that is to be
protected, and a release position, in which it allows the product anti-theft device to be released and removed from the product that is to be protected,
the housing (102) having a substantially flat form with a main plane, and the locking mechanism (104) also comprising a needle-receiving element
(106) attached to the housing (102), on which needle-receiving element the needle (112) is fixedly held and which needle-receiving element is
displaceable in a direction substantially orthogonal to the main plane of the housing (112) in order to transfer the needle (112) from the engaged
position into the release position and from the release position into the engaged position, the needle-receiving element (106) being substantially fully
accommodated in the housing (102) when the needle (112) is in the engaged position.
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